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Abstract 
Google Classroom is a free web service, providing a collaborative tool allowing users to 
create virtual classrooms, where by they can post assignments, organise folders, and view 
documents in real time. Google Classroom was initially adopted by the Student Learning 
Department at Keele University to create a blended approach to university-wide freestanding 
academic skills development workshops, providing an online community for students to 
share and open dialogue around topics discussed during workshops. The aim was to bring 
students from different faculties together and create a sense of community surrounding 
enhancement of academic practice. Google Classroom provides an intuitive and accessible 
interface for both staff and students. From both a student and staff perspective at Keele, 
feedback was very positive. Students engaged in discussions, answered and posed 
questions to encourage discussion, and gave feedback on resources. This article will 
demonstrate how the Student Learning Department at Keele University has used Google 
Classroom and shared user guidance for colleagues to explore in their own practice. 
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Introduction to the technology 
Since its launch in May of 2014, Google Classroom has been predominantly used by 
teachers and students situated within schools. However, a growing number of higher 
education institutions are taking to the platform. Google Classroom is part of the G Suite 
(Google Apps for Education) platform of cloud based computing apps, acting as a single 
dashboard to unify educator’s use of other Google apps. Google’s main aim for the virtual 
classroom app is “...to connect the class easily, track student progress and achieve more 
together” (Google for Education, 2018). 
The functionality of Google Classroom has developed since its launch in 2014 and Google 
continues to update and review the platform to meet the requirements of its users. Recent 
updates include: live annotation of pdfs, importing of Google Forms quiz grades, creation of 
individualised posts. This article aims to demonstrate, with the use of a case study, how 
Google Classroom can be used within Higher Education and review its functionality and 
ability to engage students with educational content and practice. 
Application of the technology 
The Student Learning department at Keele University runs a series of university-wide 
freestanding workshops focusing on developing students’ academic practice. In 2017/18, 
Google Classroom was used to create a blended approach, providing an online community  
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for students to share and open dialogue around topics discussed during workshops and 
view, use and review resources. The aim was to bring students from different faculties 
together and create a sense of community surrounding enhancement of academic practice.  
In the advent of the blended learning movement, educators are being encouraged to adapt 
their teaching to expand beyond the physical classroom. With regards to the concept of 
blended learning, there is no clear definition however simply put, it combines online digital 
media with traditional classroom methods (Thomlinson & Whittaker, 2013), and has been 
established to be more effective than individual aspects of teaching methodology (Garrison 
& Vaughan, 2008; Means et al., 2009). In addition, blended learning has shown to increase 
student motivation & engagement with the subject matter (Garrison & Vaughan, 2008; Gray 
& DiLoreto, 2016). Not only do online classrooms support the blended-learning approach, 
but they can also be used to create a sense of community around learning and a positive 
relationship between a sense of community and an individual's ability to function within it has 
been documented (Garrison & Vaughan, 2008; Glynn, 1981; Harrison & West, 2014; Rovai 
& Jordan, 2004). To support this notion of blended learning and its benefits, a wide variety of 
online tools and platforms have become available to educators over the last decade.  
In previous iterations of the Student Learning workshops Blackboard, Virtual Learning 
Environment (VLE), and emails were used to communicate and share resources with 
students outside the classroom. However, both methods encouraged very little student 
engagement and were merely used for tutors to share resources. The Student Learning 
Department selected Google Classroom for its intuitive and accessible interface for both staff 
and students, and the possibility to create an online community through the chat functions. 
This allowed for a less formal space for staff and students to converse, bridging the gap 
between the formal, institutionally bound, VLE space and the variety of informal social media 
platforms. In addition, the possibilities for collaborative work between students (and staff) 
offered by Google apps which can be shared via Google Classroom, is a unique selling point 
and supports development of real-world digital skills. 
A review 
Within Google Classroom, virtual classroom spaces can be created with ease, and anyone 
with a Google account can both set up and join Google Classrooms. Student enrolment is 
simple and can be done in one of two ways; through manual enrolment using email accounts 
or by self-enrolment using a code generated for the specific classroom. In relation to this 
case study, the self-enrolment option was preferred as students are able to choose whether 
they wish to engage further with the resources and discussion or just attend the face-to-face 
workshops. With regards to the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) policy 
reform, G Suite, the dashboard through which educators access Google Classroom, is 
GDPR compliant and the Department’s use of the platform is in accordance with University 
policy. 
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Figure 1: A) Example of Google Classroom homepage B) example of creating/joining 
classroom interfaces. 
Figure 2: Example of a Google Classroom interface. 
 
From both a student and staff perspective, feedback on Google Classroom was very 
positive. Students engaged in discussions and answered and posed questions to encourage 
discussion. The most effective aspect of student engagement with the platform was their 
ability to give feedback on resources. After weekly workshops, both resources used within  
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the workshop and additional supportive material were placed on the Google Classroom. 
Students were encouraged to comment on any resources they found particularly useful or 
even ones they did not. In the later instance, students were also encouraged to share other 
resources they found more useful hopefully giving them a sense of collaboration. 
 
Figure 3: Example of adding a ‘Questions’ interface. 
 
From an educators perspective Google Classroom could not be any easier to use, especially 
if you are already a Google applications user. Google Classrooms are easy to create and, 
more specifically, easy to enrol individuals or groups of students. One particular aspect 
which staff considered a true benefit is the scheduling of posts (see figure 2 above). Posts 
(whether it be; questions, announcements, assessments etc.) can be scheduled so they can 
be created ahead of time and are released at dates and times set by the creator. This works 
particularly well when wanting to release resources during sessions and follow-up questions 
throughout the week. Additional positives of the platform include: the ability to undertake 
collaborative work and the use of the assessment function. If you wish your students to 
undertake any form of collaborative work, the many Google apps (Docs, Sheets, Slides, 
Sites, and Calendar etc.) can be shared and worked on simultaneously via the Classroom. 
When releasing resources through the assessment function, Google Classroom will create a 
copy of the resource for each student allowing them to download and edit. If you do just wish 
the space to be used as a repository for resources then the chat function can be disabled. 
Google Classroom does have its imperfections however, they do not affect dramatically on 
the usability of the platform and once you are aware of the limitations you can work around 
them with reasonable ease. 
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Table 1: Summary of Student Learning staff review of Google Classroom functionality. 
Positives Negatives 
Mobile friendly Unable to format text 
Easy to create & navigate Unable to embed images, videos etc. 
Free Android and Apple app Automatic arrangement of posts 
Integration with other Google apps Unable to hide or re-schedule posts once 
posted 
Collaborative work opportunities on Google 
documents/slides/sheets/calendar/sites 
Difficult to access learner analytics 
Allows for open Q&A  
Turn chat function on and off   
Re-use posts across classrooms  
Can schedule posts ahead of time  
 
Conclusion 
Google Classroom is an effective platform for educators to use for a variety of educational 
purposes and can increase student engagement with ad hoc sessions using follow up Q&A, 
tasks and discussion topics. Google Classroom is versatile (blended learning, flipped 
classroom and exclusively online classrooms), easy to use from both a staff and student 
perspective and allows for collaborative work to be undertaken with ease. If you are aware of 
Google Classrooms current limitations then you can work around them without causing too 
much impact on ease of use. The Student Learning Department now use Google Classroom 
to support all areas of their practice including but not limited to: university-wide standalone 
workshops, support for in-house student conferences, faculty based sessions, distance-
learning support and open communication forums. There is still much to do and learn in 
establishing whether Google Classroom can be used effectively in creating a sense of 
community through the shared want to improve academic practice however, it is clear that 
the platform can be effectively used, with limited effort, to support student learning. 
 
For more info on Google Classroom: https://edu.google.com/intl/en_uk/products/productivity-
tools/classroom 
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